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The President’s Column
By David Brown, WCBA President 2017

Fulfill Your Responsibility Make A Difference
Martin Luther King Day occurs on the third Monday of January. Reflecting
on this great leader I am comforted by his words.
"When our days become dreary with low-hovering clouds of despair, and
when our nights become darker than a thousand midnights, let us remember that there is a creative
force in this universe, working to pull down the gigantic mountains of evil, a power that is able to
make a way out of no way and transform dark yesterdays into bright tomorrows." - Excerpt from Dr.
King's Speech "Where Do We Go From Here?"

Now more than ever, the faith and hope of Dr. King should instruct us in our actions every day. As
attorneys we have tremendous privilege and power to fundamentally change people's lives, to give
voice to the silenced, to advise the lost, and defend rights and rules of law. Despair can be erased
with the comfort of knowing that we have a system that while imperfect and flawed works to improve lives. We must believe in honor and truthfulness. We must lead by example and give meaning
to those words.
We have all taken an 'Oath of Attorney' and have a responsibility to protect the constitution of the
State of Washington and the constitution of the United States. We agreed to abide by the RPC and
maintain the respect of the courts of justice and judicial officers. We will not counsel, or maintain
any suit, or proceeding, which shall appear to be unjust or any defense unless we believe it to be
honestly debatable under the law, unless it is in defense of a person charged with a public
offense. We will employ for the purpose of maintaining the causes confided in us only those means
consistent with truth and honor. We will never seek to mislead the judge or jury by any artifice or
false statement. We will maintain the confidence and preserve inviolate the secrets of our clients
and will accept no compensation in connection with our client's business unless the client knows and
approves or the court approves. We will abstain from offensive personalities and advance no fact
prejudicial to the honor or reputation of a party or witness unless required by the justice of the
cause with which we are charged. We will never reject from any consideration personal to ourselves
the cause of the defenseless or oppressed or delay unjustly the cause of any person.
Attorneys have long been a part of creative force that pulls down mountains of evil. Attorneys have
the power that is able to make a way out of no way. I remind you of our oath and charge you to protect and guard our rule of law. More than ever we must give meaning to truth and honor. We are
united by our oath and therefore the differences between us are meaningless.
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Classified Ads
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Just down
the street from City Hall, the Court House and the Federal Building. If interested please call 360-6471916 x 112 or email: robbi@hollanderinvestments.com. Conference room available for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants.
Attorney Available to Assist with Overflow Work. Former Sole Practitioner licensed in both
Georgia and Washington, will assist with your Overflow needs; now you can have the part-time assistance you need, when you need it. Professional and dependable. Can work on-site or off-site at my
own well-equipped home office. Rates variable by complexity of work; minimum 3 hours. Contact
me directly as follows: Carol Sheppard (770) 366-8186 or CSSheppard100@gmail.com.
Assistance in Serious Cases: J ust moved to Bellingham. Recently licensed in Washington, with
42 years of trial experience in Texas, including lead counsel in 2 Capital Murders in the past two
years, and 12 years as a trial judge. Available to assist in preparation and trial of serious cases - criminal and civil. Contact: Norman E. Lanford, Sr., 512-751-1272, or n.lanford@sbcglobal.net.
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Rest in Peace

Craig Powell Hayes
WSBA#1436

Editor’s Note: I had such an outpouring of notice about Craig’s passing for the Whatcom County Bar Journal and I have so many memories of wiser lawyers recounting stories about Craig
Hayes to me over the last 9 years, I thought it would be appropriate to collect some memories
about him from the people who knew him best. Special thanks to Rolf Beckhusen for connecting
me with James P. 'Casey' Thompson, Craig's long time law partner and Cheryl Erickson, Craig's
legal secretary for 30 or so years. Special thanks to my paralegal Anna Webb for transcribing
Casey’s hand written memories. ~RDM
Official Obituary
Originally Published in Bellingham Herald on Dec. 26, 2016
Bellingham, Washington attorney Craig P. Hayes passed

away at his Arizona home on December 16, 2016, after a festive,
jovial evening spent with his wife Jan and close friends. He was
70. Known for his endless compassion and all-encompassing
command of the law, Craig was the quintessential small-city lawyer who exemplified the highest standards of his profession.
Revered among his colleagues for his fairness and uncompromising integrity, Craig represented clients and businesses from all walks of life, but was particularly adept at giving voice to
those in need of strong legal counsel. Much like Paladin, his inspired childhood hero from the
TV Western series "Have Gun Will Travel," Craig championed the underdog whenever the law
could be used to correct an injustice. With his no-nonsense courtroom style and exacting verbal
eloquence, he and his long-time partners at Ludwigson, Thompson, Hayes and Bell maintained a
bustling practice for decades due exclusively to that pre-internet marketing app known as word-

of-mouth.
To those who knew him, Craig was brilliant, both in his profession and in the games and
various hobbies he enjoyed. Craig was born on September 14, 1946 to Virginia and Gordon
Hayes, Sr., in Portland, Oregon. With his older brother Gordy, the family moved to Bellingham,
(Continued on page 5)
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the city that became his home throughout most of his life. In a "Father Knows Best" era where
America's cares and concerns reflected a specific set of values and life experiences, Craig was
very much the essence of his times, embracing football and baseball with a passion that can only
be described as all-American. He loved old-time radio shows, Monopoly games, cribbage, the
Beatles and the Beach Boys, the booming energy of marching bands and the flowing choreography that went with them.
His interest in politics, mathematics, and history came to the forefront while at Bellingham
High School, but it was at the University of Oregon in the mid-1960s where he chose to pursue a
career in law. After earning his undergraduate and J.D. degrees, he returned home to Bellingham,
a diehard Ducks fan amidst a steadfast sea of Huskies and Cougars. He happily jumped aboard
home team bandwagons whenever there existed no conflict-of-interest, and quickly became a
professional and social fixture within the Bellingham community, raising three girls, followed by
two boys, and embracing all the games, performances, and graduations that came with fatherhood.
Along with his family and professional life, Craig was a prominent member of a tightknit
cast of golf-n-gambling compadres who unofficially made the Bellingham Golf & Country Club

their second home. His timing and humor were impeccable, as was his understated knowledge of
nearly everything under the sun. Upon his retirement in 2013, he and Jan moved south to sunnier
weather in Maricopa, Arizona. There, Craig doubled-down on his passions and hobbies, watching every sports game available on cable TV, often with ESPN Radio in the background. Before
evening games he listened to all the political shows on FOX, CNN and MSNBC. He barbecued
nightly and fell asleep to one Kindle Audible thriller or history after another. He leaves behind
his beloved wife Jan Hayes, mother Virginia Hayes, brother Gordon Hayes, Jr. (Sarah), and five
children (Christy Hayes Clinard (Mark), Cari Powell Sargent (Chuck), Cami Paige Hayes
(Marty), Craig Powell Hayes, Jr. (Sara), and Calvin Powell Hayes (Elizabeth)). His four grandchildren (Jasmine, Jake, Hannah, and Emmy), large extended family, and numerous friends will
miss him dearly and always hold him in their hearts.
A memorial is scheduled in early 2017 at the Bellingham Golf & Country Club.
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Memories of Craig Hayes
by Casey Thompson, WSBA#837
It is with much sadness that I write about Craig Hayes posthumously. After all, he was my youngest
law partner, but being a Type A guy, always in a hurry, he simply couldn’t wait his turn.
Thanks to Jack Ludwigson’s penchant for handing out nicknames, we affectionately knew Craig as
Louie, named after the character in “Taxi”, played by Danny DeVito. Despite his DeVito-esque stature, Craig forever insisted he was 6’3” from the waist up.
Our law firm began in the 1930’s with Curt Adams and operated continuously until Craig retired in
2014. Along the way, there was McCush, Rinker, O’Connor, Swedberg, Thompson, Hayes, Kingsbury, Ludwigson, and Bell. A fairly old-fashioned and conservative group, with the exception of
Craig, our resident liberal. Perhaps a victim of the University of Oregon and/or Eugene.
As such, he was a great believer in the “superior risk bearer” and “deep pocket” theories. Later in his
career, he even stooped to representing personal injury plaintiffs; much more profitable than my insurance defense practice. Actually I enjoyed collaborating with Craig on his PI cases, but never in
public.
Craig was a “lotto” human being. Small in person but large in personality. He packed a lot into his too
few seventy years.
Domestically, he fathered three girls and after a brief respite, two boys, and was very instrumental in
their upbringing and successes. They are arguably his greatest legacy.
Craig graduated from the University of Oregon Law School in 1971 and shortly thereafter opened up
a solo practice office on Lakeway. Within a year or so, he joined us and to our delight, he stayed until
his retirement. There was a time we thought we might lose him to a professional golf career but being
the sharp, analytical person he was, he soon realized his golf skills were lacking and he resumed
spending his afternoons in the office.
Craig was a very confident practitioner and more than willing to undertake any legal challenge presented. His intellectual abilities and his work ethic made him an effective and diligent, hard-working
advocate. His clientele included blue chip corporations and professional people as well as the down
and out. He worked equally hard for them all. He was not intimidated by the difficult case and in fact
relished them.
Craig was a man of many skills and much talent, all of which served him well both professionally and
socially. He worked hard, played hard, and lived well. He was immensely proud of his children and
rightly so.
His only shortcoming was not living long enough and for that we will excuse you, Louie. Rest in
peace, my friend; job well done.
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Memories of Craig Hayes
by Cheryl Erickson
Craig Hayes was the last man standing from a law firm that existed as a result of mergers
of other attorneys and firms spanning over seven decades. Thanks to a refresher of
names and dates from Casey Thompson, I’d like to share the evolution of the law firms
that led up to their firm. It went like this:
Curt Abrams and George McCush
Abrams, McCush and Bruce Rinker
McCush, Rinker and Ed O’Connor
McCush, O’Connor and Byron Swedberg
McCush, O’Connor and Casey Thompson
McCush, O’Connor, Thompson and Craig Hayes

1940’s
1950’s
Late 1950’s
Early 1960’s
1970
1971

Then a merger with Burt Kingsbury and Jack Ludwigson, to form:

McCush, Kingsbury, O’Connor, Ludwigson, Thompson and Hayes
McCush and Kingsbury retired in the mid 1980’s; then it became:
O’Connor, Ludwigson, Thompson, Hayes and Jim Bell (1987-1991)
During this time frame, there were several attorneys who were associates with
the firm, including: Dave Nichols, Martha Gross, Ron Hardesty, Craig Allen, Scott
Walker, Mike Bobbink. I’m sure I missed a few.
O’Connor left in 1991, so the firm transitioned to:
Ludwigson, Thompson, Hayes and Bell (1991-2008)
Jack, Casey and Jim retired at the end of 2008
And that left Craig P. Hayes, Attorney at Law, P.S. (2009-2013) :
These long-time firms were THE place to work. They were prestigious, professional
offices, the “it” crowd, and fun. The attorneys were a hard-working, dynamic group of
seemingly distinguished gentlemen. Those were the days when legal secretaries took dictation by hand (before my time), most everyone in the office smoked at their desks
(definitely within my time), and the favorite part of the office was our bar. I was a naive 18yr-old from Laurel when they hired me in the 80’s and I quickly learned the meaning of
three martini lunches (often followed by a deluge of hook-slides down the hallway), renowned office parties, practical jokes, the art of inappropriateness and the importance of a
nickname (like Wacky Jacky and Bar Prick). There was nothing greater in a workday than
hearing Craig’s giggle, Jack belt out a limerick, Casey’s chuckle and Jim’s sidesplitting
(Continued on page 8)
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howl. Even greater than their brilliant level of humor was their commitment to hard work,
professionalism and integrity. They practiced during a magical time in the local legal community. They were dedicated to their clientele, which included long-time local businesses,
banks, fishermen, former classmates, lifelong friends and tradespeople of every kind.
Watching them bounce strategies off each other and bend each other’s ears about their
respective clients was phenomenal. They were top notch employers who were all about
positive reinforcement and constructive criticism. I am so lucky to have had these characters as my office family.
Back to the last man standing . . . Craig Powell Hayes, WSBA number 1436:
The guy who asked me to move with him to the 12th floor of the Bellingham Towers,
as the others retired. He gave me a 25% raise and treated me like a queen. I then became the last woman standing after a long line of amazing, hard-working, loyal legal secretaries, assistants, bookkeepers and paralegals.
The guy who pushed me and taught me – even if I thought I knew what I was doing
by then.
The guy who had eyesight issues and had me read contracts and leases and pleadings . . . and assigned me the responsibility of finding the problems and issues within
them.
The guy who relied on me and entrusted me with his office, clients and finances
when he was spending more and more time in Arizona, transitioning into pre-retirement.

The guy who had some interesting theories, like:


Finish our work so we can play. Let’s leave the office with a clear desk so we can get
to our respective homes, to what’s really important.



The five-year perspective: Will this given problem really matter five years from now? If
not, just roll with it and move on.



Full disclosure. A small office with two people = no secrets.



Don’t ever put a sarcastic name (that includes an expletive) on a file that even mildly
pertains to the Bar Association in case you get audited. (We did – and we did. They
didn’t think it was funny.)

Having Craig in my life for over 30 years has been an honor. We shared monumental life
experiences over the years: divorces, marriages, kids, grandkids, deaths of people dear
to us. We had great mutual respect and love – and we told each other so at the end of
every single phone call, note and email. I cannot imagine my life having NOT known the
one and only Craig Hayes.

F E B . 2 01 7
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The Admiral
By Michael Heatherly
My father was a sailor. He was stationed at Pearl Harbor and served aboard a U.S. Navy submarine
in the Korean War. Afterward he got an accounting degree under the GI Bill and went to work for
the aerospace division of Boeing in Seattle. Along the way he did other work, but he returned to
Boeing in the latter part of his career. By the time I got my undergraduate degree from the University of Washington, my dad worked on a team that sold air-defense systems to governments around
the world. His security clearance prevented him from talking about the details. But I think he was
like the finance manager you talk to at the car dealership who figures out how much car you can afford, except he was selling multi-billion-dollar aircraft packages instead of four-door sedans.
But by that time in his life, my dad was beaten down. He was an alcoholic, the kind who can fully
function at work but has no resources left at the end of the day to cope with the rest of life. Although he was by nature an outgoing, articulate and likeable guy, his drinking had alienated most of
his family and longtime friends. It wasn’t that he was an unpleasant drunk, he simply had insufficient interest or energy to maintain relationships. After work he had only enough strength to hoist a
bottle.
By the time I was graduating from college in 1981 my father seemed to have only one close friend.
Dad usually called him by his real name but also enjoyed referring to him as “The Admiral.” I originally thought it was just an inside joke, but it turned out he was an actual retired Navy admiral. On
the one hand, I was surprised to learn that. The Admiral lived alone in a small house and seemed to
have little social life other than drinking with my dad. He was a little older than my dad, maybe 60ish at the time. I assumed a retired admiral would be spending his days writing a memoir or teaching his grandkids to sail. But I never heard him talk about hobbies or a family. On the other hand, it
wasn’t hard to believe that at one time he had been somebody. He had a gruffly authoritative manner of speaking, with a trace of a Southern drawl. I think my dad said he was from North Carolina. I
thought of him as a more laconic, more frankly intimidating version of Foghorn Leghorn from the
Looney Tunes/Merrie Melodies cartoons of my childhood.
I didn’t spend a lot of time with The Admiral. I only saw him when my dad would invite me to join
them for dinner or a beer. He was pleasant to me but didn’t have a lot to say. I assumed he would
have categorized me as an unnecessarily intellectual college hippy whom he would not have tolerated clogging the hatches of his work place.
One day when I met up with my dad he unexpectedly handed me a garment that seemed to weigh
20 pounds. It was a pea coat, a nearly bulletproof navy-blue wool coat with big buttons, on which
were etched the U.S. Navy insignia. It was the standard cold-weather topcoat for sailors and officers. Its classic style has become a civilian fashion standard as well, but this was a real one.
“The Admiral wanted you to have it,” my dad said. “He thinks you’re all right.” Knowing how
sparing with praise a guy like The Admiral was, that terse endorsement is still one of the greatest
compliments I’ve ever received. And that coat was by far the most badass piece of clothing I’ve ever owned. I wore it proudly for years, never mind that unlike my dad and The Admiral I hadn’t
(Continued on page 10)
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earned it by risking my life crossing the ocean in a warship. At the same time, I always felt a touch
of sadness about the gift. Didn’t The Admiral have a son or grandson of his own who might have
appreciated it? I had never asked The Admiral about his family and my dad didn’t talk about it. I
guessed that he had finished his naval career in Seattle or Bremerton and stuck around. But did he
just love the area, or was there an unpleasant story about his family back east?
As soon as I graduated from the UW I got my first job as a newspaper reporter in Aberdeen. After
moving there I saw my dad less often. One day he called and informed me The Admiral was in the
hospital. The story behind the announcement was heartbreaking. The Admiral had been walking
alone after dark along a lightly traveled road near his home when he was struck by a hit-and-run
driver. He was left unconscious on the road’s shoulder for an unknown time before a passerby discovered him. By the time my dad called me The Admiral had been comatose and on a respirator for
a couple of weeks. He was at the VA Hospital on Beacon Hill in Seattle, an imposing brick facility I
had driven by innumerable times but never had reason to visit. My dad was stopping by every night
or two after work to check on his fallen buddy. I suspected The Admiral had few other visitors. My
dad asked if I’d like to accompany him to the hospital the next time I was in town and I promised to
do so as soon as I could.

Within a few days I arranged to meet my dad and go see The Admiral. The VA visit had obviously
become a ritual for my dad. We first stopped in at the nearest pub. Visiting someone in the hospital
was the kind of thing my dad could only handle after a beer or two. As much as I hated to “enable”
an alcoholic by joining him for a drink, I knew it was the only way left to enter my dad’s world. So
we downed a couple of brews then headed to the VA.
The Admiral was in a private intensive care room, breathing with a ventilator. Ghostly white and
gaunt, he was barely recognizable. I had never been face-to-face with a comatose person before. Of
course, I had heard of peoples’ reactions to seeing their loved ones in comas. Understandably, people tenaciously hold to the belief that a comatose friend or family member is about to awaken, no
matter how unlikely that might be medically. I sure as hell hope that if I ever end up in a coma my
family takes a few deep breaths before pulling the plug. But armed with the un-sentimentality of a
21-year-old smart aleck, I had silently scoffed at the notion of keeping someone alive with a room
full of machines just to placate the loved ones. But once I actually saw someone in that condition I
instantly understood how hard it would be to give up on them.
Although damaged, The Admiral looked much more alive than dead. His eyes were open and
moved about the room. I didn’t really think he was focusing on anything, but when he would look
toward me or my dad I instinctively wanted to just shake him and yell at him to wake up. He constantly shifted his body slightly and moved his arms and hands. His movements weren’t entirely
natural, but then again it wasn’t all that hard to imagine that in some fashion he might be reaching
out to us. While we were at his bedside, my dad talked to The Admiral encouragingly, as if he could
hear and be comforted to know we were pulling for him. And who knows, maybe he could.
I understood that in reality The Admiral’s chances of recovery were small. But if nothing else, I was
proud of my dad for hanging in there with his wounded brother in arms. When they were the age I
was at the time, guys like my dad and The Admiral had been cruising the Pacific Ocean in tin cans
trying not to be sunk by torpedoes. By contrast, about the biggest physical risk I had run was poten(Continued on page 11)
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tially getting trampled in the halftime hot dog rush at Husky Stadium. With their other social lifelines frayed, about all these old sailors had was each other. I can only imagine how hard it must
have been for my dad to let go.
Not long after our joint visit, my dad called to let me know the Admiral was gone. Only later did I
fully appreciate that The Admiral was my dad’s last best friend. A few years after that my dad got
lung cancer. He survived but had to take a medical retirement from Boeing. Over the next couple of
years he succumbed to the resulting isolation and aimlessness. He drank himself almost into a coma of his own day by day until the cancer came back and finished him.
I’ve seen news stories lately about how the demographic of middle-aged, white, middle-class men
has become a rare exception to the general improvement in life expectancy in America over recent
decades. Suicide and prescription opioid addiction are among the factors cited. Some researchers
believe this is partly because men in that group tend to tightly embrace the ideal of the rugged individualist—the tough guy who can take care of himself. Tough guys don’t need doctors, antidepressants, marriage counselors or rehab. My dad and The Admiral were two of those guys. Thankfully,
they had each other for a while. But once The Admiral was gone, my dad became too tough for his
own good. He wouldn’t take help, and eventually everyone who could have helped was out of
reach.
If you know a tough guy, pat him on the back and thank him for all the good he has likely done—
even if it was before your time and you know him mostly as an old jackass. And pray there’s an
amazing veteran’s club, open to everyone, in the great beyond.
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Medical Updates from Beloved Whatcom Superior Court Judge Uhrig
——————————————
Date:
Subject:

Tuesday 1/17/2017 3:08 PM
Judge Uhrig has asked that this message be distributed to everyone in the Whatcom
County Legal Community. To make it sound more official, he has written it in the
third person.

Lest anyone think an imposter has taken over in Department 1 of the Superior Court, Judge Uhrig
wishes to announce that, as a result of his latest chemotherapy treatments, he will soon be appearing in Court without benefit of hair (not that he had that much anyway).
It is Judge Uhrig's hope that he will present with a dignified presence similar to that of Capt. Jean
Luc Picard or perhaps Yul Brynner, though he finds both possibilities equally unlikely.
He will be undergoing between 3 and 5 more one-day chemotherapy sessions, each of which will
be three weeks apart. He is attempting to schedule them exclusively on Fridays to present the
least disruption to the Court's schedule.

——————————————
Date:
Subject:

Thursday, 1/26/2017 5:59 PM
Finally an update of sorts…

At last I have the first real news on my current health situation. I only heard it today. There are
three theories at present.
One is that, although my lungs are are indeed healthy and draw plenty of air, there is some obstruction to the exchange of air for carbon dioxide. It might be as simple as some mucus blocking
some accesses, and I am being currently being treated for that by my pulmonologist.
Another is that it is a rare-but-well-documented adverse reaction to chemotherapy. My symptoms
corrorolate directly with all of the patients in a medical study of this very thing, which happened
to begin on about day 3 or 4 of my 3rd cycle of chemotherapy, which is the norm. As I read their
each and every symptom I felt that that had been reading my mind. My oncologist is exploring
this.
The third theory is that it may be a bit of each, and I think each physician is considering this possibility carefully and thoughtfully.
(Continued on page 13)
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I tend to put my money on theory #2, but I certainly see room for theory #3 as well.
Recovery is slow, but there is nothing ugly lurking, which is good.
The nursing staff couldn't be better. Same for the respiratory therapy folks. The doctors are helpful, too, but I don't see them as much...the Hospital is very full right now. The food is just as
good as it was last year!
I still don't know my release date, and I really want to go home and get back to work.
You are free to pass this along to anyone you like. I suppose I should do another announcement
to the bar, though Doug Hyldahl and Dave Nelson and who-knows-who else will see this on Facebook and spread the word.
LIFE IS GOOD!

Dum spiro spero!

1

——————————————
Date:
Subject:

Thursday, 1/26/2017 11:23 PM
BREAKING NEWS...AN UPDATE TO THE UPDATE re: Finally an update of
sorts...

My pulmonologist came by a few moments ago and now believes the CT Scans rule out theory
#2.
AND another theory is presented...the one I suspected from the start...
The tissue they extracted fom my lungs for sampling has now yielded some preliminary results
and seemed to test positive for a fungus of some yet unknown type. This would be also perfectly
consistent with my symptoms. And people on chemo have compromised immune systems so
they suck up lung fungi like they were samples at Costco.

Endnotes
1- “While I breathe, I hope” in Latin
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country
Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

Mentorship and the Practice of Life.
Subtitle #1: Name dropping.

My last article received a lot of strong oral as opposed to written feedback, which is unfortunate because I am happily willing to publish responses and foster dialogue. My last article was on being introverted and being a lawyer, and the nature of the feedback went something like this: “Rajeev, you are so full of it! You are the least introverted person I know! I
am calling shenanigans!” (paraphrased to eliminate any vulgar language that might offend the
eyes). I thought I was pretty clear about how draining it is for me, but I won’t contest that I
force myself to be out and about and involved with my community even when I don’t feel like
it. There are a number of moral, ethical and financial reasons for this– but primary for me, is
that I really appreciate a good story. And you only really know a person’s real story when you
observe them. I also really appreciate competence. And seeing it in action. My theory is that
if I surround myself with amazing and talented people I might learn a thing or two.
I mean this both in terms of life and the practice of law. I have the idea in my mind that
everyone is amazing at lots of stuff that I don’t know about, even people I don’t like. I am
sure they are amazing at all kinds of things I don’t even know about, and that is part of their
story. Especially lawyers; they tend to be eccentric and odd folk, so it is a pleasure for me to
learn their “ways.” After all, since being in Whatcom County, I have been educated by lawyers on a variety of fascinating subjects: knitting, bear hunting, motorcycle riding, sailing, art
deco furniture and the craftsman movement, tree felling, beer and the importance of being an
IPA in the Pacific NW, podcasts, Jelly Bellys, fiction writing (BTW, I don’t know if you know
– but apparently Rajeev the Assassin is a character in one of Royce Buckingham’s forthcoming books, available in German. Watch out, I have skills.), wines, the psychoanalytic theories
of Kohut, and on the topic of pomade, etc. My life is richer for this trivia, or at least it has
translated into winnings in pub trivia that almost cover the bar tab.
Similarly, since I am not a genius, an orator of Cicero’s quality, a person with a photographic memory, a Seinfeldian level improv artist, or naturally inclined towards dressing and
acting like a barrister, I have tried to observe, learn and replicate from my talented colleagues
with varying degrees of success; I have never met a lawyer yet that embodies all the ideals and
skills of the lawyers in the movies, but there are paragons of legal talent all around me to learn
from.
Seeking out mentors was especially important as a new Small Time Country Lawyer. I
didn’t start out in a large corporate firm with formal training programs and forcibly assigned
mentors who feel obligated to have coffee with me once every 3 months and pat me on the
back. This is my 8th year of practicing law in Whatcom County, and it is still incredibly
meaningful for me that before I arrived here, people like Simon Brownlie, Dean Brett, Bill
(Continued on page 16)
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(Continued from page 15)

Coats and Jim Britain took the time out of their days to give me their thoughts on the practice of
law in Whatcom County. Meeting one lawyer would always lead to meeting another. Before I
came to Whatcom County I didn’t know a single soul here (or, none that I knew I knew at the time,
at least). It’s always bad to enter terrain without reconnaissance, so I kept asking the attorneys I
knew in Seattle if they knew anyone in Whatcom County. As it happened, the lawyer who supervised me as a summer associate at Carney Badley Spellman, Michael Havers, was a South African
and knew of Simon Brownlie through that somewhat unique connection. Simon was the first lawyer I met, and he was so welcoming and positive, it gave me that extra oomph I needed to declare
for Whatcom County, job or no job.
Likewise, immediately after I started practicing, I had instant warm advice and resources
from experienced lawyers, like Nancy Berg, Craig Hayes and Loch Clark. I wouldn’t have known
to reach out to these individuals without others identifying them for me. Nancy Berg, was someone
who had given advice and mentorship to my predecessor in the office, Mark Belanger. Craig Hayes
was someone Roger Ellingson respected. Loch Clark, I was introduced to at a bar meeting I think,
and the next month when I cold called him for advice he offered to take me out to lunch. That
lunch always stuck in my mind– it was at a now gone long time Bellingham establishment, La Patisserie, which was a French bakery and Vietnamese restaurant. After that lunch, I very consciously
decided I wanted to do the same for younger attorneys– the opportunity just to discuss the case with
someone who had more perspective was invaluable. It also turned out, that Loch is not just a great
lawyer, but human I consider a friend– eight years later he and his wife signed as the witnesses on
my wedding certificate.
While people may say I am overly fascinated by the law, I am much more fascinated by the
question of how to live life. And when I get lessons about life from attorneys, those are things that
really stick with me; whether they know it or not, Roger Ellingson, Deborra Garrett and Kirsten
Barron have done more to affect the trajectory of how I deal with life, more than anyone aside from
my parents. And to be frank, those changes often resulted from conversations 10 minutes or less in
length about their own lives and reflections. For that reason, even if I can only spare 10 minutes, I
try to give it.
Frankly I could keep writing this article all day, and name just about every attorney in the
county and what I have appreciatively learned from them, like Chuck Snyder setting me on the path
of non-profit service or Margaret Mawson teaching me that its okay to be oneself as a lawyer; or I
could go on writing about how I learn from younger lawyers as much as older lawyers, like how
Tom Lyden has modeled non-attachment for me; but I would just go on and on and on… until I
name you all, as well as thanking you for all the lunches, advices, critiques and smiles. But then
this article would be 30 pages long, so you will have to just accept my apology that I didn’t name
drop you.
In my opinion, that’s the thing about being in a profession as opposed to a trade or being a
mere merchant of services; though we may compete, we are not competitors but collaborators in
creating a community of practitioners. Our roles change, and we may go from collaborators to opposing counsel, from being equals to appearing before each other on the bench, from young lawyer
to old lawyer, but it is our relationships, the willingness to help each other and the passing on of
knowledge that makes our community strong.
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Dennis P. Murphy
...has moved his office to
203 W. Holly Street, Suite
302, Bellingham, 98225.
His contact numbers are:
phone 671‑7900 and FAX
671-7920.
He is still handling wrongful
death and personal injury
matters occurring on land or
sea, and is accepting referrals at this time.
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You are reading this aren’t you?

You too, should be advertising
right...
HERE!
New and Old Sponsors… did you know
as of today, if you pay your sponsorship for 6
months or more in the WCBJ, you get a 5%
discount? If you pay for a year or more, you
get a 10% discount!!!! Who knows what the
Editor will offer you if you want to pay for a
decade in advance?!!!!!!!!
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Whatcom County Bar Association – January 2017 Monthly Meeting
1/4/2017
1. Called to Order – David Brown (President)
2. Introduction of 2017 WCBA Officers:
David Brown – President
Lisa Saar – Vice President
Matt Connor – Treasurer

Nick Fay - Secretary
3. New Members
4. Judicial Officers – Recognition and Welcome:
The Hon. Paula McCandlis
The Hon. Ira Uhrig
The Hon. Leon Henley, Jr.
5. Approval of December 2016 Meeting Minutes – Approval Unanimous
6. Approval of December 2016 Treasurer Report – Approval Unanimous
7. LAW Advocates (Mike Heatherly)
* Street Law – thanks for recent volunteers
* 1 volunteer needed for this Saturday (1/7/2017)
* Upcoming: Special Showing at Pickford Film Center (Rwanda Documentary)
* Request presence of local attorneys
* Upcoming: 30th anniversary logo unveiling 1/31/2017 @ 12 noon at Law Adv. Office
* Raffle Drawing: Dec 2016 Volunteers
8. Whatcom Women’s Lawyers – Jennifer Slattery
*Upcoming: Clothing Drive – YWCA à 1/5
*Upcoming: Brown Bag Lunch @ Shepard & Allen
9. Old Business
* Task Force: LLLT – contact Rajeev
10. New Business
* Craig Hayes – passed away recently; memorial service @ Bellingham Country Club
* Feb. 1st – hosting open house
* Edward Alexander – Whatcom County jail increasing capacity; requests feedback from local attorneys
* VP Lisa Saar – requests speaker/topic recommendations for 2017 monthly meetings
11. State of the WCBA – David Brown
12. Meeting Adjourned

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W

full page . . . $100/mo.

1/2

10.00” H x 7.90” W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad

E-mail your ad as an MS Word .docx, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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